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Description
BACKGROUND
1. Field of the Invention
[0001] The present invention relates to searching for
a floating Internet Protocol (IP) address, and more particularly, to a method of registering a new node in a network and searching for a floating IP address using a distributed network.
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2. Description of the Related Art
[0002] Most of nodes in an Internet network use floating Internet Protocols (IPs) address. Accordingly, to remotely control a desired node, or to receive various services provided via a node, there is a need to know a corresponding floating IP address.
[0003] To know a floating IP address, there is a need
to search for a floating IP address. Generally, a floating
IP address is searched for using a broadcasting scheme
in an Internet-based service network. When the broadcasting scheme is used, a packet may be transferred to
all nodes, to search for a floating IP address. Accordingly,
a traffic load may be increased when all nodes using the
Internet perform broadcasting.
[0004] Conventionally, to reduce the traffic load, a local
server is used to search for a floating IP address of a
desired node. Here, the local server may store IP information of service nodes, and desired nodes may query
the local server of an IP address of a target node. Such
a scheme may enable the searching operation to be rapidly performed, and may reduce traffic loads. As a capacity of data to be stored increases, a performance of
a server is increased and a greater number of servers is
used. However, it is inefficient to replace a server with a
new server, or to increase the number of servers. This
is because, in the future, a number of non-mobile nodes
such as a desktop personal computer (PC), as well as,
a number of mobile nodes such as a mobile phone, that
are used as nodes in a service network, and a number
of service addresses may be rapidly increased.
[0005] In a conventional distributed processing, broadcasting may be performed within a network and accordingly, data may be transmitted to all nodes, not a desired
service. Additionally, in a non-distributed processing, an
Internet address of a node of a service desired by a server
needs to be stored, thereby increasing a data load and
costs of facilities of the server.
[0006] Furthermore, when a distributed network having a hierarchical structure includes a mobile node having
a relatively weak Internet connection, network status may
be unstable.
[0007] Accordingly, there is a desire to continuously
conduct a research on technologies that may construct
a stable network, even when a distributed network having
a hierarchical structure includes a mobile node.
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[0008] Further,
the
US
Patent
Application
US22003/131044 A1 discloses a method for searching
for a floating Internet Protocol IP address. A request from
a requesting peer is received to locate or discover a target
peer. It is determined whether the ID of the target node
is in the cache of the receiving peer. If this is not the case,
the process forwards or escalates the request.
[0009] Kothari et al.: "Range addressable network: a
P2Pcache architecture for data ranges" discloses an optimized search of requested target peers within a P2P
system. In order to reduce the effort for routing a query
request a "Range Addressable Network Topology" is introduced that divides the network into address ranges.
SUMMARY
[0010] An aspect of the present invention provides a
method of searching for a floating Internet Protocol (IP)
address according to claim 1. An embodiment involves
searching through a peer-to-peer communication between representative nodes using a network ring and an
address range, by forming a distributed network including
a mobile node with an unstable Internet connection, rather than by using a broadcasting of the Internet
[0011] Another embodiment involves searching for a
floating IP address that may provide a service to a local
area or global area using a communication between representative nodes, and may receive a provided service
using a desired service address by remotely controlling
a correspondent node or by accessing a specific network.
[0012] According to an aspect of the present invention,
there is provided a method of searching for a floating IP
address, the method including receiving, by a representative node of a head network ring, , a first message from
an external node, the first message comprising an Identification (ID) of a target node, determining whether the
ID of the target node is registered in the head network
ring, based on a ring information table, and transferring
the first message to a representative node of a child ring
having an address range of the target node among child
rings, when the ID of the target node is not registered in
the head network ring.
[0013] According to another embodiment there is provided a method of searching for a floating IP address,
the method including determining, by an internal node,
whether an ID of a target node is in an address range of
a network ring to which the internal node belongs, determining, based on a ring information table, whether the
ID of the target node is registered in the network ring,
when the ID of the target node is determined to be in the
address range of the network ring, transferring a message including the ID of the target node to a representative node of the network ring, when the ID of the target
node is not registered in the network ring, determining,
by the representative node, whether a child ring having
an address range including the ID of the target node exists among child rings, and transferring the message to
a representative node of a parent ring and a represent-
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ative node of the child ring, when the child ring having
the address range including the ID of the target node is
determined to exist.
[0014] According to still another embodiment there is
provided a method of registering a service node, the
method including requesting, by a new node, a directory
server to transmit a service name of a service to be provided by the new node, and a virtual address of the new
node, receiving the virtual address of the new node from
the directory server, transferring a first message to a representative node of a predetermined service network and
requesting a search for a parent representative node of
the new node, the first message including the received
virtual address of the new node, storing, by the parent
representative node, the virtual address of the new node
and an Internet address of the new node as child registration information, and transmitting a second message
to the new node, the second message including a virtual
address and an Internet address of the parent representative node, and storing, by the new node, information of
the parent representative node, the information being included in the second message.
[0015] According to yet another embodiment there is
provided a method of registering a service node, the
method including transmitting a first message to a representative node of a predetermined service network, the
first message including a virtual address of an existing
service network, requesting the representative node of
the predetermined service network to search for a representative node of the existing service network, and registering a target node through the representative node of
the existing service network, the representative node of
the existing service network being found as a result of
the search.
[0016] According to a further another aspect of the
present invention, there is provided an apparatus for
searching for a floating IP address according to claim 6,
the apparatus including a receiving unit to receive a first
message from an external node, the first message including an ID of a target node, a search processing unit
to determine whether the ID of the target node is registered in a head network ring, based on a ring information
table, a message processing unit to generate a second
message, when the ID of the target node is not registered
in the head network ring, the second message including
a search failure message that may be received from a
head network ring and a leaf ring in addition to the ID of
the target node, and a transmitting unit to transmit the
second message to a representative node of a child ring
having an address range of the target node among child
rings.
[0017] According to a further embodiment there is provided an apparatus for searching for a floating IP address,
the apparatus including a receiving unit to receive a first
message, the first message including an ID of a target
node, a search processing unit to determine whether the
ID of the target node is in an address range of a network
ring to which an internal node belongs, to determine,
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based on a ring information table, whether the ID of the
target node is registered in the network ring when the ID
of the target node is in the address range of the network
ring, to transfer the first message to a representative node
of the network ring when the ID of the target node is not
registered in the network ring, and to determine, by the
representative node, whether a child ring having an address range including the ID of the target node exists
among child rings, a message processing unit to generate a second message, when the child ring having the
address range including the ID of the target node exists,
the second message including a search failure message
that may be received from a head network ring and a leaf
ring in addition to the ID of the target node, and a transmitting unit to transmit the second message to a representative node of a parent ring and a representative node
of the child ring having the address range.
[0018] According to still another aspect of the present
invention, there is provided a network system for searching for a floating IP address according to caim 8, the
network system including a representative node to perform signaling with either a representative node of a parent ring or a representative node of a child ring, for
searching for a floating IP address, and a member node
to request the representative node to search for a floating
IP address of a predetermined node, when a search for
the floating IP address of the predetermined node is required.
EFFECT
[0019] According to embodiments of the present invention, it is possible to search for a floating Internet Protocol
(IP) address through a peer-to-peer communication between representative nodes using a network ring and an
address range, by forming a distributed network including
a mobile node with an unstable Internet connection, rather than by using a broadcasting of the Internet.
[0020] Additionally, according to embodiments of the
present invention, it is possible to search for a floating IP
address, so as to provide a service to a local area or
global area using a communication between representative nodes, and to receive a provided service using a
desired service address by remotely controlling a correspondent node or by accessing a specific network.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
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[0021] These and/or other aspects, features, and advantages of the invention will become apparent and more
readily appreciated from the following description of exemplary embodiments, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings of which:
FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an example where a
node in an external service network searches for a
floating Internet Protocol (IP) address of a node in
another service network, in a method of searching
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for a floating IP address according to an embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating an example of a ring
information table;
FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating an example where a
node in an internal service network searches for a
floating IP address of another node in the internal
service network, in a method of searching for a floating IP address according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating an example of registering a new service node in a method of registering
a service node according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating an example of registering a node in an existing service network, in a
method of registering a service node according to
an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating a network system according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating an apparatus
for searching for a floating IP address according to
an embodiment of the present invention; and
FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a node of a network ring,
to explain a function of the node according to an embodiment of the present invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION
[0022] Reference will now be made in detail to exemplary embodiments of the present invention, examples
of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings,
wherein like reference numerals refer to the like elements
throughout. Exemplary embodiments are described below to explain the present invention by referring to the
figures.
[0023] FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an example
where a node in an external service network searches
for a floating Internet Protocol (IP) address of a node in
another service network, in a method of searching for a
floating IP address according to an embodiment of the
present invention.
[0024] FIG. 1 illustrates a connection structure of service networks to explain a method of searching for a floating IP address of a target node that an external node
desires to search for. The external node refers to a node
belonging to a service network that provides different
services. The target node refers to a node belonging to
a service network from which the external node desires
to search for.
[0025] In the method of searching for a floating IP address, a number of branches may be ’N’, and a number
of bits of an address may be ’2N’. In other words, a searchable tree may be an N-ary tree, and addresses may be
in a range of ’0’ to ’2N-1’. The connection structure of
FIG. 1 may have quad search tree, that is, searching may
be performed for four network rings, and an address may
have 8 bits, that is, an address range may be set from
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’0’ to ’28-1’.
[0026] In a tree, at least one node may be gathered to
form a ring shape, rather than nodes used as a parent
node or child nodes being individually provided. Accordingly, groups R110 to R190 formed by grouping the at
least one node may be referred to as network rings. The
grouping of at least one node in the network rings may
enable an increase in stability of construction of a hierarchical distributed network including a node, such as a
mobile device having a relatively weak Internet connection.
[0027] Each of the network rings R110 to R190 may
store ring information required to maintain each of the
network rings R110 to R190, in the form of a table. Nodes
of each of the network rings R110 to R190 may update
an information table, may transmit the updated information table, and may share the latest information of the
network rings R110 to R190. Each of the nodes may include an information table of a network ring to which a
node belongs, an information table of all nodes of a parent
ring, and an information table of all nodes of a child ring.
A number of nodes forming each network ring may be
determined based on a purpose of network construction,
and may not be the same for each network ring. Additionally, the number of nodes in each network ring may
be determined based on a performance of nodes of each
network ring. Accordingly, a single node in a network ring
may be replaced with another node, even when the single
node loses its function.
[0028] For example, ring information for the network
ring R110 of FIG. 1 may be stored and shared. In FIG.
1, numerals 120, 10, 50, and 90 given to nodes in the
network ring R110 may indicate Identifications (IDs) of
the nodes used as key values of a search structure. Each
of the IDs may include, for example, a sum of a national
number and a mobile phone number.
[0029] A representative node of each network ring may
be placed in the leftmost position of each network ring.
For example, in the network ring R110, the numeral 120
indicates an ID of a representative node. Each representative node may manage nodes in each network ring, and
may receive and transmit messages from and to a representative node of a parent ring or to a representative
node of a child ring. The parent ring and the child ring
will be described below. While a representative node of
each of the network rings R110 to R190 is placed in the
leftmost position of each of the network rings R110 to
R190 as shown in FIG. 1, the position of the representative node may be changed based on a hardware performance of a directory server or of a node, for example,
a capacity, a speed, and the like.
[0030] An information table of the network ring R110
may indicate that the ID of the representative node of the
network ring R110 is ’120’. Additionally, the information
table may store IDs and IP addresses of the nodes belonging to the network ring R110, and may store an address range of ’0’ to ’255’ including a maximum value
and a minimum value of an ID of a node that may be
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included in the network ring R110.
[0031] A maximum value and a minimum value of an
ID that may be contained in a head network ring (namely,
a layer 0 of FIG. 1) may represent start value and end
value of addresses. The head network ring refers to a
network ring having a lowest layer value, for example a
layer 0. When other network rings include a K-th child
ring in an N-ary search tree of a layer M, an ID that may
be included in the K-th child ring may have a minimum
value obtained by calculating ’(a minimum value of a parent ring + ((a maximum value of the parent ring - the
minimum value of the parent ring + 1)/N) * (K-1))’, and a
maximum value obtained by calculating ’(the minimum
value of the parent ring + ((the maximum value of the
parent ring - the minimum value of the parent ring + 1)/N)
* K-1)’. Here, each of M and K may be a natural number
greater than 1n.
[0032] Among network rings, a network ring having a
relatively low layer value is referred to as a parent ring,
and a network ring having a relatively high layer value is
referred to as a child ring. For example, the network ring
R110 may be a parent ring of the network ring R120, and
the network ring R120 may be a parent ring of the network
ring R160. Additionally, the information table of the network ring R110 may include IP addresses of representative nodes of the network rings R120 to R150 that are
child rings of the network ring R110. Here, IDs of the
representative nodes of the network rings R120 to R150
may be ’48’, ’69’, ’150’, and ’195’, respectively.
[0033] Hereinafter, a method by which an external
node 100 searches for a floating IP address of a target
node with an ID of ’63’ will be described.
[0034] The method of searching for a floating IP address according to the embodiment of the present invention may include receiving, by a representative node of
a head network ring, a message including an ID of a
target node from an external node.
[0035] For example, in operation 11 of FIG. 1, the representative node 120 of the head network ring R110 may
receive, from the external node 100, a message including
the ID of the target node, namely a numeral ’63’. Here,
the external node 100 may search for a service of the
target node from a directory server, and may receive a
virtual address of a service network to which the target
node belongs. The external node 100 may transfer a
message to a representative node of a service network
to which the target node 63 belongs, through a search
process using the received virtual address. A representative node of the service network to which the target node
belongs may typically refer to a representative node of a
head network ring.
[0036] Additionally, the method may include determining whether the ID of the target node is registered in the
head network ring, based on a ring information table of
the head network ring. The representative node 120 may
verify that the ID of the target node is not stored in the
ring information table of the network ring R110 that includes the IDs of ’120’, ’10’, ’50’, ’90’.
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[0037] Furthermore, the method may include transferring the message including the ID of the target node to
a representative node of a child ring having an address
range of the target node among child rings, when the ID
of the target node is not registered in the head network
ring.
[0038] Since the target node with the ID of ’63’ does
not exist in the network ring R110, the representative
node 120 may transfer a message including the ID of the
target node and an IP address of the external node 100,
to a representative node of the network ring R120 having
an address range of ’0’ to ’63’ of the target node among
the network rings R120, R130, R140, and R150 that are
child rings of the network ring R110, in operation 13.
Here, the representative node of the network ring R120
may have an ID of ’48’. The message including the ID of
the target node may include a message stating an IP
address of the external node and a search for an IP address of the target node.
[0039] The network ring R120 may verify that the ID of
the target node does not exist, based on a ring information table including IDs of ’48’, ’12’, ’15’, and ’36’. The
network ring R120 may transfer a message including the
ID of the target node and the IP address of the external
node 100, to a representative node of the network ring
R190 having an address range of ’48’ to ’63’ of the target
node among network rings R160, R170, R180, and R190
that are child rings of the network ring R120, in operation
15. Here, the representative node of the network ring
R190 may have an ID of ’63’.
[0040] In other words, when the message including the
ID of the target node is received to a representative node
of a network ring, the representative node may determine
whether the ID of the target node exists in the network
ring. When the ID of the target node does not exist, the
representative node may continue to transfer the message stating the IP address of the external node and the
search for the IP address of the target node, to a representative node of a child ring having an address range
of the target node among child rings, until reach the last
layer.
[0041] The representative node with the ID of ’63’ in
the network ring R190 may verify that the ID of the target
node exists, based on the ring information table, and may
transmit an IP address of the representative node with
the ID of ’63’ to the IP address of the external node 100
that is included in the message.
[0042] In addition, the method may include receiving,
by a node of a predetermined network ring, instead of
the head network ring, a message including the ID of the
target node from the external node. In other words, the
external node may start the search process via another
node, instead of the representative node of the service
network that the external node desires to search for via
the directory server. For example, when the IP address
of the target node found as a result of the search through
the head network ring is already stored in the directory
server, the external node may start the search process
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in the target node that is already found, to search for a
floating IP address of another node in the same service
network.
[0043] When the message is received, the node of the
predetermined network ring may determine whether the
ID of the target node is included in an address range of
the predetermined network ring. When the ID of the target
node is not included in the address range of the predetermined network ring, the node of the predetermined
network ring may transfer, to a representative node of a
parent ring via a representative node of the predetermined network, the message stating the IP address of
the external node and the search for the IP address of
the target node. Conversely, when the ID of the target
node is included in the address range of the predetermined network ring, the node of the predetermined network ring may determine whether the ID of the target
node is registered in the predetermined network ring,
based on a ring information table of the predetermined
network ring.
[0044] When the ID of the target node is registered,
the node of the predetermined network ring may transfer
information including the ID and IP address of the target
node to the IP address of the external node. Conversely,
when the ID of the target node is not registered, the node
of the predetermined network ring may transfer the message stating the IP address of the external node and the
search for the IP address of the target node, to a representative node of a parent ring of the predetermined network ring and to a representative node of a child ring
having an address range of the target node, via the representative node of the predetermined network.
[0045] When the message is received, the representative node of the parent ring may determine whether the
ID of the target node is included in an address range of
the parent ring, and whether the ID of the target node is
registered in the parent ring, through the above process.
When the ID of the target node is not included in the
address range of the parent ring, or is not registered in
the parent ring, the message stating the IP address of
the external node and the search for the IP address of
the target node may be transferred to a parent ring of the
parent ring. Additionally, when the ID of the target node
is not included in the address range of the predetermined
network ring, the message stating the IP address of the
external node and the search for the IP address of the
target node may be transferred to a representative node
of a child ring having the address range of the target node
among child rings of the parent ring.
[0046] The representative node of the child ring may
determine whether the ID of the target node is registered
in the child ring, through the above process. When the
ID of the target node is not registered in the child ring,
the message stating the IP address of the external node
and the search for the IP address of the target node may
be transferred to a representative node of a child ring
having the address range of the target node among its
child rings.
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[0047] As described above, a node starting the search
process may transfer a search message to a parent ring
and a child ring having an address range of a target node,
because searching of the parent ring may be prevented
from being overlapped with searching of the child ring
during the search process.
[0048] In the method, when a source node receives a
search failure message from a head network ring and a
leaf ring, the searching of the IP address of the target
node may be determined as a failure. Here, the source
node refers to a node that desires to search for the IP
address of the target node, and the leaf ring refers to a
ring that does not have a child ring.
[0049] When the head network ring transmits the
search failure message to the source node, it is determined that the ID of the target node is not registered in
the head network ring. However, the search process may
not be terminated immediately after the search failure
message is received. Specifically, when a child ring including a representative node transferring a search message is identical to a child ring having the address range
including the ID of the target node, the search process
may be terminated. When the child ring including the representative node transferring the search message is different from the child ring having the address range including the ID of the target node, the search message
may be transferred to a representative node of another
child ring including the ID of the target node. When the
leaf ring transmits the search failure message to the
source node, it is determined that the ID of the target
node is not registered in the leaf ring.
[0050] Additionally, when the source node receives,
from the head network ring, a failure message stating
that the ID of the target node is not registered, and a
message stating that there is no child ring having the
address range including the ID of the target node, the
searching of the IP address of the target node may be
determined as a failure.
[0051] In the method, a distributed processing between service networks and the search tree may be used
and accordingly, the directory server may store only a
name and virtual address of a service. Additionally, the
directory server may store an Internet address of a representative node of a lately registered service, in order
to prevent a load from occurring in a root node of the tree.
Each node of a service network may store Internet addresses and service addresses of nodes in a parent ring
and child rings that are connected to the node. In other
words, when searching for a service network, a communication between nodes may be performed, without using
the directory server. Accordingly, a little load may occur
in the directory server even when virtual addresses are
assigned to a greater number of services.
[0052] FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating an example of a
ring information table.
[0053] A node of each network ring may use a ring
information table, to determine whether an ID of a target
node exists.
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[0054] Each ring information table may store an ID of
a representative node of each network ring, IDs of nodes
of each network ring, an IP address of each node, an
address range including a maximum value and minimum
value of an ID of a node that may be included in a network
ring, and an information table of all nodes in a parent ring
or child rings. Accordingly, the ring information table may
store information that enables nodes other than a representative node to be used instead of the representative
node, even when the representative node does not operate.
[0055] Referring to FIG. 2, the ring information table of
the network ring R110 of FIG. 1 may indicate that the ID
of the representative node of the network ring R110 is
’120’. Additionally, the ring information table may store
IDs and IP addresses of the nodes belonging to the network ring R110, and may store an address range of ’0’
to ’255’ including a maximum value and a minimum value
of an ID of a node that may be included in the network
ring R110. The ring information table may also store IP
addresses of the representative nodes with IDs of ’48’,
’69’, ’150’, and ’195’ that are included in the network rings
R120 to R150. Information regarding each node of a parent ring or child rings may also be stored in the ring information table.
[0056] FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating an example
where a node in an internal service network searches for
a floating IP address of another node in the internal service network, in a method of searching for a floating IP
address according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0057] FIG. 3 illustrates a connection structure of a
service network to explain a method of searching for a
floating IP address of a target node that an internal node
desires to search for. The connection structure of the
service network of FIG. 3 may be identical to the connection structure of FIG. 1. However, in the service network
of FIG. 3, the internal node, instead of the external node
of FIG. 1, may search for the floating IP address of the
target node. Here, the internal node refers to one of nodes
belonging to the same service network. The target node
refers to a node belonging to a service network from
which the internal node desires to search for.
[0058] The method of searching for a floating IP address according to the embodiment of the present invention may include determining, by a internal node, whether
an ID of the target node is included in an address range
of a network ring to which the internal node belongs.
[0059] For example, an internal node 300 may determine, based on a ring information table, whether a target
node with an ID of ’41’ is included in an address range
of ’0’ to ’15’ of a network ring R160 to which the internal
node 300 belongs. Since the address range is set from
’0’ to ’15’, it is determined that the target node with the
ID of ’41’ is not included in the network ring R160.
[0060] Conversely, when the target node with the ID
of ’41’ is included in the network ring R160, the internal
node 300 may determine whether the ID of the target
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node is registered in the network ring 160, based on the
ring information table.
[0061] Additionally, the method may include transferring a message including the ID of the target node to a
representative node of the network ring, when the ID of
the target node is not included in the address range of
the network ring, or is not registered in the network ring.
Here, the message including the ID of the target node
may include a message stating an IP address of the internal node and the search for an IP address of the target
node. Since the ID of ’41’ is not included in the address
range of the network ring R160, the internal node 300
may transfer, to a representative node with an ID of ’2’,
a message including the ID of ’41’, in operation 31.
[0062] Furthermore, in the method, the representative
node receiving the message including the ID of the target
node may transfer a search message to a parent ring.
Subsequently, the representative node may determine
whether a child ring having an address range including
the ID of the target node exists in child rings, when the
ID of the target node is included in the address range,
but not registered in the network ring.
[0063] Since the ID of the target node is not included
in the address range of the network ring R160, the representative node with the ID of ’2’ may perform the search
process only in the network ring R120 that is a parent
ring of the network ring R160. An address range of ’0’ to
’63’ in the network ring R120 includes the ID of ’41’ and
accordingly, the search process may continue to be performed in the network ring R120. In another example,
when a representative node with an ID of ’48’ in the network ring R120 searches for the ID of ’41’, the network
ring R110 as a parent ring, and a network ring R180 having an address range of ’32’ to ’47’ among the network
rings R160, R170, R180, and R190 that are child rings
of the network ring R120 may be determined to exist.
[0064] Additionally, the method may include transferring the message including the ID of the target node to
a representative node of a parent ring or to a representative node of a child ring having the address range including the ID of the target node, when the child ring
having the address range including the ID of the target
node exists. In operation 33 of FIG. 3, the representative
node with the ID of ’2’ may transfer the message including
the ID of the target node to the representative node with
the ID of ’48’ in the network ring R120.
[0065] The representative node with the ID of ’48’ may
determine, based on the ring information table, that the
ID of ’41’ is not registered in the network ring R120. When
the ID of the target node is not registered, the representative node receiving the search message may examine
which network ring includes the representative node
transferring the search message, based on the ring information table. When the representative node transferring the search message is included in a parent ring, the
search message may be transferred to the representative
node of the child ring having the address range including
the ID of the target node. When the representative node
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transferring the search message is included in a child
ring, the search message may be transferred to the parent ring. Here, when the ID of the target node is not included in the address range of the child ring, the search
message may be transferred to a representative node of
another child ring including the ID of the target node.
[0066] The representative node with the ID of ’2’ transferring the search message is included in the network
ring R160 and the network ring R160 is the child ring of
the network ring R120 and accordingly, the representative node with the ID of ’48’ may transfer the search message to the representative node with the ID of ’120’ of
the network ring R110 in operation 37. Since the ID of
’41’ is not included in the address range of ’0’ to ’15’ of
the network ring R160 to which the representative node
with the ID of ’2’ belongs, the message including the ID
of ’41’ may be transferred to a representative node with
an ID of ’38’ of the network ring R180 having the address
range of the target node in operation 35. As described
above, the message including the ID of the target node
may include the message stating the IP address of the
internal node and the search for the IP address of the
target node.
[0067] The representative node with the ID of ’38’ of
the network ring R180 may verify that the ID of ’41’ is
included in the network ring R180, based on a ring information table of the network ring R180, and may transfer
the IP address of ’41’ to the IP address of the internal
node 300. Here, the IP address of ’41’ may be stored in
the ring information table or the network ring R180.
[0068] Furthermore, in the method, a predetermined
node of a network ring, instead of a representative node
of the network ring, may directly perform signaling with
a representative node of a parent ring or a representative
node of a child ring, and with a representative node of
another network ring having an address range including
the ID of the target node.
[0069] In other words, since a source node already
knows an IP address of the representative node of the
parent ring, the source node may directly transfer the
message including the ID of the target node to the representative node of the parent ring. In addition to the ID
of the target node, the message may include an ID and
IP address of the source node, information regarding
whether a network ring to which the source node belongs
is a parent ring or a child ring in a relationship with another
network ring that receives a message from the source
node, and information regarding an order of the network
ring among child rings when the network ring is a child
ring. When the message is received from the source
node, the representative node of the parent ring may determine whether the ID of the target node is included in
the address range of the parent ring, and whether the ID
of the target node is registered in the parent ring. When
the ID of the target node is not registered in the parent
ring, the representative node of the parent ring may transfer, to the source node, a message that includes information regarding a first network ring (for example, a par-
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ent ring, or a child ring) that has the address range of the
ID of the target node, and information regarding whether
the network ring to which the source node belongs is a
parent ring or a child ring in a relationship with the first
network ring, and information regarding an order of the
network ring among child rings when the network ring is
a child ring. Here, the information regarding the first network ring may include, for example, an ID and an IP address of a representative node of the first network ring,
and the like.
[0070] The source node may directly transfer a search
message to the representative node of the first network
ring, based on the information of the received message.
When the search message is received, the representative node of the first network ring may determine whether
the ID of the target node is registered in the first network
ring. When the ID of the target node is registered in the
first network ring, the representative node of the first network ring may transfer the IP address of the target node
to an IP address of the source node. Conversely, when
the ID of the target node is not registered in the first network ring, the representative node of the first network
ring may transfer, to the source node, a message that
includes information regarding a second network ring (for
example, a parent ring, or a child ring) that has the address range of the ID of the target node, and information
regarding whether the first network ring is a parent ring
or a child ring in a relationship with the second network
ring, and information regarding an order of the first network ring among child rings when the first network ring
is a child ring.
[0071] The above process may be repeated until the
ID of the target node is found as a result of the searching,
or until the source node receives a search failure message from a head network ring and a leaf ring. The source
node may directly perform signaling with the representative node of the network ring having the ID of the target
node. Additionally, to exclude a network ring that already
performs the signaling, the source node may receive information regarding whether a network ring transferring
the search message is a parent ring or child ring in a
relationship with a network ring receiving the search message, and information regarding an order of the network
ring transferring the search message among child rings
when the network ring transferring the search message
is a child ring. The information in the message may be
stored in each ring information table.
[0072] Hereinafter, an example where the source node
has an ID of ’8’, and the target node has an ID of ’200’
is described with reference to FIG. 3. Since the ID of the
target node is not included in an address range of the
network ring R160 to which the source node with the ID
of ’8’ belongs, a search message may be transferred to
the representative node with the ID of ’48’ in the network
ring R120. Here, the search message may include the
ID and an IP address of the source node, the ID of the
target node, and information that the network ring R160
is the first child ring of the network ring R120. Additionally,
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since the ID of the target node is not included in an address range of the network ring R120, the representative
node with the ID of ’48’ may transfer, to the source node,
a message including information regarding the network
ring R110 as a parent ring of the network ring R120, and
information that the network ring R120 is the first child
ring of the network ring R110. Here, the information regarding the network ring R110 may include, for example,
an ID and an IP address of the representative node of
the network ring R110, and the like.
[0073] Subsequently, the source node 8 may transfer
a search message to the representative node with the ID
of ’120’ in the network ring R110 that is a head network
ring. Here, the search message may include the ID and
the IP address of the source node, the ID of the target
node, and information that the network ring R120 is the
first child ring of the network ring R110. Since the ID of
’200’ is included in an address range of ’0’ to ’255’ of the
network ring R110, the representative node with the ID
of ’120’ may verify whether the ID of ’200’ is registered
in the network ring R110, based on the ring information
table. The ID of ’200’ is not registered in the network ring
R110.The representative node with the ID of ’120’ may
transfer a search failure message and a search message
to the source node. Here, the search failure message
may notify that the searching fails, because the ID of the
target node is not registered in the network ring R110.
Additionally, the search message may include information regarding a network ring R150 that has an address
range including the ID of the target node, and information
that the network ring R150 is a child ring of the network
ring R110. Here, the information regarding the network
ring R150 may include, for example, an ID and an IP
address of a representative node with an ID of ’195’ in
the network ring R150, and the like.
[0074] Additionally, the source node may transfer, to
the representative node with the ID of ’195’ in the network
ring R150, a search message including the ID and the
IP address of the source node, the ID of ’200’, and information that the network ring R110 is a parent ring of the
network ring R150. The representative node with the ID
of ’195’ may verify that the target node is not registered
in the network ring R150, based on a ring information
table of the network ring R150. Since the network ring
R150 is a leaf ring without having a child ring, the representative node with the ID of ’195’ may transfer a search
failure message to the source node. The source node
may receive the search failure message from the network
ring R110 and the network ring R150, so that the search
process may be terminated.
[0075] The source node may directly perform signaling
with the representative nodes with the IDs of ’48’, ’120’,
and ’195’, and may transmit information regarding a relationship between a representative node of a network
ring acquiring information and a network ring that is to
transfer a next search message, thereby preventing the
search process from being overlapped.
[0076] Additionally, in the method, when a source node
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receives a search failure message from a head network
ring and a leaf ring, the searching of the IP address of
the target node may be determined as a failure. Here,
the source node refers to a node that desires to search
for the IP address of the target node, and the leaf ring
refers to a ring that does not have a child ring.
[0077] When the head network ring transmits the
search failure message to the source node, it is determined that the ID of the target node is not registered in
the head network ring. However, the search process may
not be terminated immediately after the search failure
message is received. Specifically, when a child ring including a representative node transferring a search message is identical to a child ring having the address range
including the ID of the target node, the search process
may be terminated. When the child ring including the representative node transferring the search message is different from the child ring having the address range including the ID of the target node, the search message
may be transferred to a representative node of another
child ring including the ID of the target node. When the
leaf ring transmits the search failure message to the
source node, it is determined that the ID of the target
node is not registered in the leaf ring.
[0078] In other words, the representative node with the
ID of ’120’ in the network ring R110 may determine that
the ID 41 of the target node is not registered in the network
ring R110, based on the ring information table, and may
transfer a search failure message to the internal node
300. Additionally, the network ring R120 including the
representative node with the ID of ’48’ transferring the
search message is identical to a child ring R120 having
the address range including the ID 41 of the target node
and accordingly, the search process through the head
network ring R110 may be terminated. However, since
the ID 41 of the target node is registered in the network
ring R180 as a leaf ring, the internal node 300 may receive
the IP address of the target node, instead of the search
failure message, from the network ring R180. Thus, the
search for the floating IP address of the target node may
be completed.
[0079] Additionally, in the method, when the source
node receives, from the head network ring, a failure message stating that the ID of the target node is not registered, and a message stating that there is no child ring
having the address range including the ID of the target
node, the searching of the IP address of the target node
may be determined as a failure.
[0080] For example, it is assumed that the network ring
R150, namely a fourth child ring of the head network ring
R110, does not exist. In this example, when a source
node with an ID of ’2’ searches for a floating IP address
of a target node with an ID of ’250’, a search message
may be transferred to the representative node with the
ID of ’120’ in the head network ring R110 through the
network ring R120 that is a child ring of the head network
ring R110. The ID 250 of the target node is included in
the address range of ’0’ to ’255’ of the head network ring
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R110, however, the representative node with the ID of
’120’ may verify that the ID of the target node is not registered in the head network ring R110, based on the ring
information table. Additionally, since the ID of the target
node is not registered in the head network ring R110, the
representative node with the ID of ’120’ may transfer a
search failure message to the source node with the ID
of ’2’. However, since the ID 250 of the target node is not
included in an address range of ’0’ to ’63’ in the network
ring R120 transferring the search message, the representative node with the ID of ’120’ may determine whether a child ring having the address range including the
target node with the ID of ’250’ exists, based on the ring
information table. Since the network ring R150 as the
fourth child ring of the head network ring R110 does not
exist, there is no child ring having the address range including the target node with the ID of ’250’. Additionally,
the head network ring R110 may transfer, to the source
node, not only a search failure message notifying that
the ID of the target node is not registered in the head
network ring R110, but also a message notifying that the
child ring including the target node with the ID of ’250’
does not exist among child rings. Therefore, the search
process may be terminated.
[0081] FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating an example of
registering a new service node, in a method of registering
a service node according to an embodiment of the
present invention.
[0082] FIG. 4 illustrates a connection structure of a distributed network. First, a directory server 410, representative nodes 420, 430, 440, 450, and 460 of service networks, and a new node 400 will be described, and then
a registration of a new service network (namely, a new
service node) will be described.
[0083] The new node 400 refers to a node that desires
to register a new service network. The directory server
410 may manage a tree structure of the distributed network. The tree structure of the distributed network may
be based on a general N-ary search tree.
[0084] The directory server 410 may store a service
address and an Internet address of the representative
node 420 of a root service network. Additionally, the directory server 410 may store a service address and an
Internet address of each of the representative nodes 420,
430, 440, 450, and 460. The service address refers to a
virtual address assigned by the directory server 410 to
each of the representative nodes 420, 430, 440, 450, and
460 based on a predetermined reference. The root service network refers to a service network from which the
tree structure of the distributed network starts. The representative nodes 420, 430, 440, 450, and 460 may be
determined based on a definition of each corresponding
service network. For example, a representative node of
a head network ring may be a representative node of the
entire service network.
[0085] In the method of FIG. 4, the directory server 410
does not require all operations for registering a new service node. In other words, a representative node of a pre-
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determined service network may be used to register a
new service node.
[0086] In FIG. 4, the new node 400 may transmit, to
the directory server 410, a query including a name of a
service to be provided by the new node 400. Specifically,
the new node 400 may transmit the query, to determine
whether information including a type and the name of the
service to be provided by the new node 400, and the like
is stored and registered in the directory server 410.
[0087] Additionally, the new node 400 may receive,
from the directory server 410, a message in response to
the query. Here, the message may include a service list,
and an Internet address of the representative node 440
of a predetermined service network in a currently configured network. The new node 400 may receive a result
obtained by determining whether a service network that
the new node 400 desires to provide is registered in the
directory server 410. The new node 400 may receive the
Internet address of the representative node 440 from the
directory server 410, and may start a search process to
determine a position of the tree structure in which the
service network is to be registered.
[0088] In operation 41, the new node 400 may request
the directory server 410 to transmit the name of the service to be provided by the new node 400, and a virtual
address of the new node 400. Since a service network
to be provided by the new node 400 is not registered in
the directory server 410, the new node 400 may request
the name of the service, and the virtual address that is
used to distinguish the service network from other service
networks.
[0089] In operation 43, the new node 400 may receive
the virtual address from the directory server 410.
[0090] In operation 45, the new node 400 may transfer
a message including the received virtual address to the
representative node 440, and may request a search for
a parent representative node of the new node 400. Specifically, the new node 400 may request the representative node 440 to search for a representative node of a
parent service network of a service network in which the
new node 400 is to be newly registered.
[0091] In operations 46 and 47, the representative
node 440 may search for the representative node of the
parent service network, through the search process of
the N-ary search tree.
[0092] In operation 48, a parent representative node
430 may store, as child registration information, the virtual address and the Internet address of the new node
400, and may transmit, to the new node 400, a message
including a virtual address and an Internet address of the
parent representative node 430.
[0093] The new node 400 may store information of the
parent representative node 430 that is included in the
message including a virtual address and an Internet address of the parent representative node 430. Additionally,
the new node 400 may store the message including the
virtual address and the Internet address of the parent
representative node 430, and may be registered in a new
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service network. Accordingly, the new node 400 may be
used as a representative node 460 of the new service
network.
[0094] The new node 400 may transmit, to the directory
server 410, a message including the Internet address of
the new node 400. In other words, the new node 400 may
transmit, to the directory server 410, information of the
representative node 460 of the new service network.
[0095] FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating an example of
registering a node in an existing service network, in a
method of registering a service node according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0096] FIG. 5 illustrates another connection structure
of a distributed network. While FIG. 4 illustrates an example of registering a new node that provides a new service, FIG. 5 illustrates an example of registering a node
in an existing service network. In FIG. 5, a reference numeral 460 indicates a representative node of the existing
service network. A node to be registered in the existing
service network may be defined as a target node.
[0097] Referring to FIG. 5, in operation 55, a target
node 500 may transmit a message including a virtual
address of the existing service network, to a representative node 450 of a predetermined service network. Here,
the target node 500 may transmit, to the directory server
410, a query including a name of a service to be provided
by the target node 500. Specifically, the target node 500
may transmit the query, to determine whether information
including a type, and the name of the service to be provided by the target node 500, and the like is stored and
registered in the directory server 410.
[0098] The target node 500 may receive, from the directory server 410, a message in response to the query.
Here, the message may include a service list, and an
Internet address of the representative node 450, and the
service list may include a virtual address of the existing
service network. Accordingly, the target node 500 may
acquire the virtual address of the existing service network, and information regarding the representative node
450.
[0099] The target node 500 may request the representative node 450 to search for a representative node 460
of the existing service network. The target node 500 may
request the representative node 450 to search for a representative node of a parent service network of a service
network in which the target node 500 is to be registered.
[0100] In operations 56 and 57, the representative
node 450 may search for the representative node of the
parent service network, through the search process of
the N-ary search tree.
[0101] The target node 500 may be registered via the
representative node 460 that is found as a result of operations 56 and 57. A method of registering the target
node 500 in the representative node 460 may be defined
based on the purposse during construction of a network.
For example, when the representative node 460 is used
as a representative node of a head network ring, the target node 500 may be registered in the head network ring,
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or a child ring. Here, an address range of each network
ring may be used as references.
[0102] The representative node 460 may determine
whether it is possible to register the target node 500 in a
network ring to which the representative node 460 belongs, based on a node registration restriction condition.
For example, the node registration restriction condition
may include a restriction to a number of nodes that are
able to be registered in the network ring, a restriction to
a type of nodes, and the like. The restriction to the number
of registerable nodes may ensure stability of a service
network that supports an unstable mobile node.
[0103] When the target node 500 does not satisfy the
node registration restriction condition, the representative
node 460 may transfer a message including an ID of the
target node 500 to a representative node of a child ring
having an address range including the ID of the target
node 500 among child rings. When a child ring exists
even when the target node 500 is not registered in a
single network ring, the target node 500 may transfer a
search message to the representative node of the child
ring, so that the target node 500 may be registered in the
same service network as the child ring.
[0104] When the target node 500 is registered in the
existing service network, the target node 500 may transmit, to the directory server 410, a message including a
service address of a service network to which the target
node 500 belongs, and an Internet address of the representative node 460. The directory server 410 may store
the message received from the target node 500, as information of a representative node of a predetermined
service network (for example, the representative node
450 of FIG. 5) that may be requested when a next registration of a target node is performed.
[0105] FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating a network system
according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0106] Referring to FIG. 6, the network system includes
network rings 600, 610, and 620. The network ring may
include at least one node. The network ring 600 may
include nodes 601, 603, and 605, and the network ring
610 may include nodes 611, 613, and 615. Additionally,
the network ring 620 may include nodes 621, 623, and
625. The nodes 601, 603, 605, 611, 613, 615, 621, 623,
and 625 may be connected to each other, to form a ring
shape. The network ring 600 may be defined as a parent
ring of the network rings 610 and 620, and the network
rings 610 and 620 may be defined as child rings of the
network ring 600.
[0107] The network ring 600 as the parent ring may
include a representative node 601, and member nodes
603 and 605. The representative node 601 may manage
the network ring 600, and may perform signaling (namely,
message exchange) with either a representative node of
a parent ring or a representative node of each of the
network rings 610 and 620 as the child rings, for example,
in order to search for a floating IP address or to register
a new node. Here, each representative node may be set
based on a performance of a network, for example, a
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capacity, and a processing speed of a node. The member
nodes 603 and 605 refer to nodes other than the representative node 601 in the network ring 600, and may
request the representative node 601 to search for a floating IP address. When the representative node 601 is not
operated, one of the member nodes 603 and 605 may
be used as a new representative node, because the same
information as information included in each representative node may be stored in a ring information table of
each ring.
[0108] In the network system of FIG. 6, the nodes 601,
603, 605, 611, 613, 615, 621, 623, and 625 may periodically perform signaling with each other using a hello message, in order to monitor a state of each of the nodes.
For example, when the node 601 sends a hello message
to the node 603, but when the node 603 does not respond
to the hello message, the node 603 may be eliminated
from a ring information table, and the node 601 may send
the hello message to the node 605, thereby notifying that
the node 603 does not perform a function. Information
regarding each network ring may be continuously updated while a hello message is signaled for each node. In
other words, all nodes may continue to update ring information. Accordingly, even when a node does not perform
any function, another node may be used instead of the
node. However, a ring information table for a parent ring
and child ring may be updated only through signaling
between representative nodes. When a representative
node receives a new ring information table, the node 601
may transfer the new ring information table to the node
603, and the node 603 may transfer the new ring information table to the node 605, so that all the nodes 601,
603, and 605 may update the updated ring information
table for a parent ring and child ring.
[0109] Additionally, in the network system of FIG. 6,
the representative node 601, 611, and 621 may search
for a floating IP address of a target node based on an
address range of each of the network rings 600, 610, and
620, for example an address range of ’0’ to ’2N-1’ in the
case of N bits. A representative node of a network ring
may determine whether an ID of a target node is included
in an address range of a parent ring or a child ring, and
may perform signaling with a representative node of the
parent ring or a representative node of the child ring.
Accordingly, there is no need for all nodes to perform
signaling to search for an IP address of the target node.
[0110] In other words, according to embodiments of
the present invention, even when a node does not perform any function, another node may be used as the node
based on a ring information table through a network ring,
thereby ensuring a stability in a network including an unstable node such as a mobile node. Additionally, signaling may be performed between representative nodes,
not between all nodes, thereby reducing a traffic load.
[0111] Therefore, a network system according to an
embodiment of the present invention may access a local
server, and may provide an extremely large number of
services compared to a conventional system. Addition-
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ally, it is possible to search for an ID and a floating IP
address of a target node and to perform remote control
using a global ID, such as a sum of a national number
and a mobile phone number, thereby developing a variety
of contents without a broadcasting operation.
[0112] Furthermore, in the network system according
to an embodiment of the present invention, a network
ring may perform a search using only an address range
including a maximum value and a minimum value that
are determined based on an order of child rings in a tree
hierarchy set in advance and accordingly, inserting or
eliminating in a process of balancing the tree, and restoring may be simply performed. Since at least one node of
each network ring may share data included in a representative node, the representative node may be easily
restored even when the Internet is disconnected.
[0113] FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating an apparatus for searching for a floating IP address according to
an embodiment of the present invention.
[0114] The apparatus of FIG. 7 includes a receiving
unit 710, a search processing unit 720, a message
processing unit 730, and a transmitting unit 740.
[0115] The receiving unit 710 may receive a first message including an ID of a target node. Here, the first message may include the ID of the target node that desires
to search for a floating IP address, and a request for a
search for the floating IP address. Specifically, the receiving unit 710 may receive the first message from an
external node that is not registered in a same service
network as the target node, or from an internal node that
is restored in the same service network as the target
node.
[0116] The search processing unit 720 may determine
whether the ID of the target node is registered in a network ring, based on a ring information table. For example,
when the search processing unit 720 searches for the
floating IP address of the target node from the external
node, the first message may be transferred to a representative node of a service network, in particular, to a
representative node of a head network ring. Accordingly,
the search processing unit 720 may determine whether
the ID of the target node is registered in the head network
ring, based on a ring information table. Additionally, when
searching for the floating IP address of the target node
from the external node, when a floating IP of another
target node is already searched for from the same service
network, the search processing unit 720 may again
search for the target node from the another target node.
[0117] When searching for the floating IP address of
the target node from the internal node, the search
processing unit 720 may determine whether the ID of the
target node is in an address range of a network ring to
which the internal node belongs. When the ID of the target
node is in the address range of the network ring, the
search processing unit 720 may determine whether the
ID of the target node is registered in the network ring,
based on a ring information table. Conversely, when the
ID of the target node is not in the address range of the
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network ring, the search processing unit 720 may transfer
the first message to a representative node of the network
ring, in order to transfer the ID of the target node to a
parent ring. When the ID of the target node is not registered in the network ring, the search processing unit 720
may also transfer the first message to the representative
node of the network ring. The representative node may
determine whether a child ring having an address range
including the ID of the target node exists among child
rings.
[0118] The message processing unit 730 may generate a second message, when the ID of the target node
does not exist in the network ring. Specifically, the second
message may be generated, when determining based
on the ring information table that the ID of the target node
is not registered in the network ring, regardless of whether the floating IP address of the target node is searched
for from the external node or from the internal node. Here,
the second message may include not only the ID of the
target node, but also a search failure message that may
be received from a head network ring and a leaf ring,
information regarding whether a first network ring that
starts the searching process is a parent ring or a child
ring in a relationship with a second network ring that receives a message, and information regarding an order
of the first network ring among child rings when the first
network ring is a child ring.
[0119] The transmitting unit 740 may transmit the second message to a representative node of a parent ring
and a representative node of a child ring having the address range of the target node. For example, when the
search process is started from the head network ring,
that is, when there is no parent ring, the transmitting unit
740 may transmit a search failure message to a source
node, and may transmit the second message to the representative node of the child ring having the address
range of the target node. When the search process is
started from a network ring other than the head network
ring, and when a search path is not overlapped, the transmitting unit 740 may transmit the second message to the
representative node of the parent ring and the representative node of the child ring having the address range of
the target node.
[0120] FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a node of a network
ring, to explain a function of the node according to an
embodiment of the present invention.
[0121] Referring to FIG. 8, the node includes an input
unit 810, a search unit 820, a ring information table storage unit 830, and an output unit 840.
[0122] The input unit 810 may receive a signal from an
internal node in the network ring, or from an external
node. For example, the signal received by the input unit
810 may include a hello message signal used to monitor
a state of the node, or a message signal used to identify
an ID of a target node when searching for a floating IP
address.
[0123] The search unit 820 may receive a signal from
the input unit 810, and may search for information stored
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in the ring information table storage unit 830, in response
to a request of the received signal. For example, the
search unit 820 may search for information regarding
which node is a representative node of a network ring,
information regarding an address range of the network
ring, information regarding an ID of a representative node
of a parent ring or child ring, and the like. Additionally,
when a portion of nodes forming a network ring does not
perform their functions, and when a child ring or a parent
ring is changed, the search unit 820 may update a ring
information table.
[0124] The ring information table storage unit 830 may
store information regarding the network ring in the form
of a table. A variety of information may be stored in the
ring information table, based on a use of a network, and
may include, for example, IDs of nodes included in a network ring, an ID of a representative node included in a
network ring, an IP address of each node, an address
range of the network ring, and the like.
[0125] The output unit 840 may output the signal having the information found as a result of the searching by
the search unit 820, to the internal node of the network
ring or to the external node.
[0126] The method according to the embodiments of
the present invention may be recorded in non-transitory
computer-readable media including program instructions
to implement various operations embodied by a computer. The media may also include, alone or in combination
with the program instructions, data files, data structures,
and the like. The program instructions recorded on the
media may be those specially designed and constructed
for the purposes of the embodiments, or they may be of
the kind well-known and available to those having skill in
the computer software arts.
[0127] Although a few exemplary embodiments of the
present invention have been shown and described, the
present invention is not limited to the described exemplary embodiments. Instead, it would be appreciated by
those skilled in the art that changes may be made to
these exemplary embodiments without departing from
the principles of the invention, the scope of which is defined by the claims and their equivalents.

Claims
1.
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A method of searching for a floating Internet Protocol
(IP) address, the method comprising:
receiving, by a representative node (120) of a
head network ring (R110), a first message from
an external node (100), the first message comprising an Identification (ID) of a target node
(63);
determining whether the ID of the target node is
registered in the head network ring, based on a
ring information table; and
transferring the first message to a representa-
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tive node (48) of a child ring (R120) having an
address range of the target node among child
rings (R120, R130, R140, R150), when the ID
of the target node is not registered in the head
network ring (R110).
2.

3.

The method of searching for a floating Internet Protocol (IP) address according to claim 1, the further
method comprising:
determining, by an internal node, whether an
Identification (ID) of a target node (63) is in an
address range of a network ring (R110, R120,
R130, R140, R150) to which the internal node
belongs;
determining, based on a ring information table,
whether the ID of the target node (63) is registered in the network ring, when the ID of the target node is in the address range of the network
ring;
transferring a message to a representative node
(48) of the network ring (R120), when the ID of
the target node is not registered in the network
ring, the message comprising the ID of the target
node;
determining, by the representative node (48),
whether a child ring (R120, R130, R140, R150)
having an address range comprising the ID of
the target node exists among child rings; and
transferring the message to a representative
node (120) of a parent ring (R110) and a representative node of the child ring, when the child
ring having the address range comprising the ID
of the target node exists.
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The method of claim 3, further comprising:
55

transferring a search failure message to the internal node, when the ID of the target node (63)
is not registered in a head network ring (R110),

14

An apparatus acting as a representative node (120)
of a head network ring (R110) for searching for a
floating Internet Protocol (IP) address, the apparatus
comprising:
a receiving unit to receive a first message from
an external node (100), the first message comprising an Identification (ID) of a target node
(63);
a search processing unit to determine whether
the ID of the target node is registered in a head
network ring (R110), based on a ring information
table;
a message processing unit to generate a second
message, when the ID of the target node is not
registered in the head network ring (R110), the
second message comprising a search failure
message that may be received from a head network ring and a leaf ring in addition to the ID of
the target node; and
a transmitting unit to transmit the second message to a representative node (48) of a child ring
(R120) having an address range of the target
node among child rings (R120, R130, R140,
R150).

20

The method of claim 3, further comprising:
transferring the message to the representative
node (120) of the parent ring (R110), when the
ID of the target node does is not in the address
range of the network ring.

5.

and when a child ring (R110) transferring the
message to the head network ring is identical to
the child ring having the address range comprising the ID of the target node, and when the ID
of the target node (63) is not registered in a leaf
ring, the head networking ring (R110) being the
parent ring, and the leaf ring being the child ring;
and
terminating the searching, when the search failure message is received from the head network
ring and from the leaf ring.

The method of claim 1, further comprising:
searching for, by the external node (100) a service of the target node from a directory server,
and receiving a virtual address of a service network of the target node (63), and
transferring a second message to a representative node of a service network to which the external node belongs, the second message comprising the received virtual address.

26

The apparatus for searching for a floating Internet
Protocol (IP) address according to claim 6 acting as
an internal node the further apparatus comprising:
a receiving unit to receive a first message, the
first message comprising an Identification (ID)
of a target node (63);
a search processing unit to determine whether
the ID of the target node is in an address range
of a network ring to which an internal node belongs, to determine, based on a ring information
table, whether the ID of the target node (63) is
registered in the network ring (R110) when the
ID of the target node is in the address range of
the network ring, to transfer the first message to
a representative node (120) of the network ring
when the ID of the target node is not registered
in the network ring, and to determine, by the representative node (120), whether a child ring having an address range comprising the ID of the
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target node exists among child rings (R120,
R130, R140, R150);
a message processing unit to generate a second
message, when the child ring having the address range comprising the ID of the target node
exists, the second message comprising a
search failure message that may be received
from a head network ring and a leaf ring in addition to the ID of the target node (63); and
a transmitting unit to transmit the second message to a representative node of a parent ring
and a representative node of the child ring having the address range.

2.

9.

A network system for searching for a floating Internet
Protocol (IP) address, the network system comprising apparatuses according to claims 6 and 7, wherein
a representative node is configured to perform signaling with either a representative node (120) of a
parent ring or a representative node (48) of a child
ring, for searching for a floating IP address; and
an internal node is configured to request the representative node to search for a floating IP address of
a predetermined node, when a search for the floating
IP address of the predetermined node is required.
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10. The network system of claim 8, wherein the representative node is configured to search for a floating
IP address of a target node (63) using an address
range of a network ring.
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Patentansprüche
1.

Verfahren zum Suchen einer veränderlichen Internet-Protokoll-(IP-) Adresse, welches Verfahren aufweist:
Empfangen, von einem repräsentativen Knoten
(120) eines Hauptnetzrings (R110), einer ersten
Nachricht von einem externen Knoten (100),
welche erste Nachricht eine Identifikation (ID)
eines Zielknotens (63) aufweist;
Bestimmen, ob die ID des Zielknotens in dem
Hauptnetzring registriert ist, auf der Grundlage
einer Ringinformationstabelle; und
Übertragen der ersten Nachricht zu einem repräsentativen Knoten (48) eines Tochterrings
(R120) mit einem Adressenbereich des Zielknotens unter Tochterringen (R120, R130, R140,
R150), wenn die ID des Zielknotens nicht in dem
Hauptnetzring (R110) registriert ist.

40

45

4.

5.

15

Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, weiterhin aufweisend:
Übertragen der Nachricht zu dem repräsentativen Knoten (120) des Hauptrings (R110), wenn
die ID des Zielknotens nicht in dem Adressenbereich des Netzrings ist.

50
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Verfahren zum Suchen nach einer veränderlichen
Internet-Protokoll-(IP-)Adresse nach Anspruch 1,
welches Verfahren weiterhin aufweist:
Bestimmen durch einen internen Knoten, ob eine Identifikation (ID) eines Zielknotens (63) in
einem Adressenbereich eines Netzrings (R110,
R120, R130, R140, R150) ist, zu dem der interne
Knoten gehört;
Bestimmen auf der Grundlage einer Ringinformationstabelle, ob die ID des Zielknotens (63)
in dem Netzring registriert ist, wenn die ID des
Zielknotens in dem Adressenbereich des Netzrings ist;
Übertragen einer Nachricht zu einem repräsentativen Knoten (48) des Netzrings (R120), wenn
die ID des Zielknotens nicht in dem Netzring registriert ist, wobei die Nachricht die ID des Zielknotens aufweist;
Bestimmen durch den repräsentativen Knoten
(48), ob ein Tochterring (R120, R130, R140,
R150) mit einem Adressenbereich, der die ID
des Zielknotens aufweist, unter den Tochterringen existiert; und
Übertragen der Nachricht zu einem repräsentativen Knoten (120) eines Stammrings (R110)
und einem repräsentativen Knoten des Tochterrings, wenn der Tochterring, der den die ID des
Zielknotens aufweisenden Adressenbereich
hat, existiert.

20

The network system of claim 8, wherein the representative node and the internal node are configured
to periodically monitor a state of each node comprised in a network ring, using a hello message.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, weiterhin aufweisend:
Suchen nach einem Service des Zielknotens
von einem Directory-Server durch den externen
Knoten (100) und Empfangen einer virtuellen
Adresse eines Servicenetzes des Zielknotens
(63) und
Übertragen einer zweiten Nachricht zu einem
repräsentativen Knoten eines Servicenetzes, zu
dem der externe Knoten gehört, wobei die zweite Nachricht die empfangene virtuelle Adresse
aufweist.

3.
8.

28

Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, weiterhin aufweisend:
Übertragen einer Fehlsuchenachricht zu dem
internen Knoten, wenn die ID des Zielknotens
(63) nicht in einem Hauptnetzring (R110) registriert ist und wenn ein Tochterring (R120), der
die Nachricht zu dem Hauptnetzring überträgt,
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identisch mit dem Tochterring ist, der den die ID
des Zielknotens aufweisenden Adressenbereich hat, und wenn die ID des Zielknotens (63)
nicht in einem Blattring registriert ist, wobei der
Hauptnetzring (R110) der Stammring ist und der
Blattring der Tochterring ist; und
Beenden der Suche, wenn die Fehlsuchenachricht von dem Hauptnetzring und von dem Blattring empfangen wird.

den repräsentativen Knoten (120), ob ein Tochterring mit einem die ID des Zielknotens aufweisenden Adressenbereich unter Tochterringen
(R120, R130, R140, R150) existiert;
eine Nachrichtenverarbeitungseinheit zum Erzeugen einer zweiten Nachricht, wenn der Tochterring mit dem die ID des Zielknotens aufweisenden Adressenbereich existiert, wobei die
zweite Nachricht eine Fehlsuchenachricht aufweist, die von einem Hauptnetzring und einem
Blattring zusätzlich zu der ID des Zielknotens
(63) empfangen werden kann, und
eine Übertragungseinheit zum Übertragen der
zweiten Nachricht zu einem repräsentativen
Knoten eines Stammrings und einem repräsentativen Knoten des Tochterrings mit dem Adressenbereich.

5

10

6.

Vorrichtung, die als ein repräsentativer Knoten (120)
eines Hauptnetzrings (R110) wirkt, zum Suchen
nach
einer
veränderlichen
Internet-Protokoll-(IP-)Adresse, welche Vorrichtung aufweist:
15

eine Empfangseinheit zum Empfangen einer
ersten Nachricht von einem externen Knoten
(100), wobei die erste Nachricht eine Identifikation (ID) eines Zielknotens (63) aufweist;
eine Suchverarbeitungseinheit zum Bestimmen
auf der Grundlage einer Ringinformationstabelle, ob die ID des Zielknotens in einem Hauptnetzring (R110) registriert ist;
eine Nachrichtenverarbeitungseinheit zum Erzeugen einer zweiten Nachricht, wenn die ID
des Zielknotens nicht in dem Hauptnetzring
(R110) registriert ist, wobei die zweite Nachricht
eine Fehlsuchenachricht aufweist, die von einem Hauptnetzring und einem Blattring zusätzlich zu der ID des Zielknotens empfangen werden kann; und
eine Übertragungseinheit zum Übertragen der
zweiten Nachricht zum einem repräsentativen
Knoten (48) eines Tochterrings (R120) mit einem Adressenbereich des Zielknotens unter
Tochterringen (R120, R130, R140, R150).

8.
20

Vorrichtung zum Suchen nach einer veränderlichen
Internet-Protokoll-(IP-)Adresse nach Anspruch 6,
die als ein interner Knoten wirkt, welche Vorrichtung
weiterhin aufweist:
eine Empfangseinheit zum Empfangen einer
ersten Nachricht, wobei die erste Nachricht eine
Identifikation (ID) eines Zielknotens (63) aufweist;
eine Suchverarbeitungseinheit zum Bestimmen, ob die ID des Zielknotens in einem Adressenbereich eines Netzrings, zu dem ein interner
Knoten gehört, ist, zum Bestimmen auf der
Grundlage einer Ringinformationstabelle, ob die
ID des Zielknotens (63) in dem Netzring (R110)
registriert ist, wenn die ID des Zielknotens in
dem Adressenbereich des Netzrings ist, zum
Übertragen der ersten Nachricht zu einem repräsentativen Knoten (120) des Netzrings,
wenn die ID des Zielknotens nicht in dem Netzring registriert ist, und zum Bestimmen durch
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Netzwerksystem zum Suchen nach einer veränderlichen Internet-Protokoll-(IP-)Adresse, welches
Netzwerksystem Vorrichtungen nach den Ansprüchen 6 und 7 aufweist, wobei
ein repräsentativer Knoten konfiguriert ist zum
Durchführen einer Signalisierung mit entweder
einem repräsentativen Knoten (120) eines
Stammrings oder einem repräsentativen Knoten (48) eines Tochterrings, um nach einer veränderlichen IP-Adresse zu suchen; und
ein interner Knoten konfiguriert ist zum Auffordern des repräsentativen Knotens, eine veränderliche IP-Adresse eines vorbestimmten Knotens zu suchen, wenn eine Suche nach der veränderlichen IP-Adresse des vorbestimmten
Knotens erforderlich ist.
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9.
7.

30

Netzwerksystem nach Anspruch 8, bei dem der repräsentative Knoten und der interne Knoten konfiguriert sind zum periodischen Überwachen eines
Zustands jedes Knotens, der in einem Netzring enthalten ist,
unter Verwendung einer Hallo-Nachricht.

10. Netzwerksystem nach Anspruch 8, bei dem repräsentative Knoten konfiguriert ist zum Suchen nach
einer veränderlichen IP-Adresse eines Zielknotens
(63) unter Verwendung eines Adressenbereichs eines Netzrings.
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Revendications
1.
55

Procédé destiné à rechercher une adresse flottante
de protocole Internet (IP), le procédé comprenant
les étapes consistant à :
recevoir, à l’aide d’un noeud représentatif (120)
d’un anneau réseau de tête (R110), un premier
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message en provenance d’un noeud extérieur
(100), le premier message comprenant un identifiant (ID) d’un noeud cible (63) ;
déterminer si l’identifiant du noeud cible est enregistré dans l’anneau réseau de tête, sur la base d’une table d’information d’anneau ; et
transférer le premier message vers un noeud
représentatif (48) d’un anneau enfant (R120) qui
présente une plage d’adresses du noeud cible
parmi des anneaux enfants (R120, R130, R140,
R150), lorsque l’identifiant du noeud cible n’est
pas enregistré dans l’anneau réseau de tête
(R110).
2.

Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre les étapes consistant à :
rechercher, à l’aide du noeud extérieur (100),
un service du noeud cible à partir d’un serveur
de répertoires, et recevoir une adresse virtuelle
d’un réseau de service du noeud cible (63) ; et
transférer un second message vers un noeud
représentatif d’un réseau de service auquel appartient le noeud extérieur, le second message
comprenant l’adresse virtuelle reçue.

3.

Procédé destiné à rechercher une adresse flottante
de protocole Internet (IP) selon la revendication 1,
le procédé comprenant en outre les étapes consistant à :
déterminer, à l’aide d’un noeud intérieur, si un
identifiant (ID) d’un noeud cible (63) se situe
dans une plage d’adresses d’un anneau réseau
(R110, R120, R130, R140, R150) auquel appartient le noeud intérieur;
déterminer, sur la base d’une table d’information
d’anneau, si l’identifiant du noeud cible (63) est
enregistré dans l’anneau réseau, lorsque l’identifiant du noeud cible se situe dans la plage
d’adresses de l’anneau réseau ;
transférer un message vers un noeud représentatif (48) de l’anneau réseau (R120) lorsque
l’identifiant du noeud cible n’est pas enregistré
dans l’anneau réseau, le message comprenant
l’identifiant du noeud cible ;
déterminer, à l’aide du noeud représentatif (48),
si un anneau enfant (R120, R130, R140, R150)
qui présente une plage d’adresses qui comprend l’identifiant du noeud cible, existe parmi
les anneaux enfants ; et
transférer le message vers un noeud représentatif (120) d’un anneau parent (R110) et vers un
noeud représentatif de l’anneau enfant, lorsque
l’anneau enfant qui présente la plage d’adresses qui comprend l’identifiant du noeud cible,
existe.

4.

Procédé selon la revendication 3, comprenant en
outre les étapes consistant à :
transférer le message vers le noeud représentatif (120) de l’anneau parent (R110), lorsque
l’identifiant du noeud cible ne se situe pas dans
la plage d’adresses de l’anneau réseau.

5

5.
10

Procédé selon la revendication 3, comprenant en
outre les étapes consistant à :
transférer un message de défaillance de recherche vers le noeud intérieur, lorsque l’identifiant
du noeud cible (63) n’est pas enregistré dans
un anneau réseau de tête (R110), quand un anneau enfant (R120) qui transfère le message
vers l’anneau réseau de tête, est identique à
l’anneau enfant qui présente la plage d’adresses qui comprend l’identifiant du noeud cible, et
lorsque l’identifiant du noeud cible (63) n’est pas
enregistré dans un anneau feuille, l’anneau réseau de tête (R110) étant l’anneau parent, et
l’anneau feuille étant l’anneau enfant ; et
mettre fin à la recherche, lorsque le message
de défaillance de recherche est reçu en provenance de l’anneau réseau de tête et en provenance de l’anneau feuille.
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Appareil agissant en tant que noeud représentatif
(120) d’un anneau réseau de tête (R110) destiné à
rechercher une adresse flottante de protocole Internet (IP), l’appareil comprenant :
une unité de réception destinée à recevoir un
premier message en provenance d’un noeud
extérieur (100), le premier message comprenant un identifiant (ID) d’un noeud cible (63) ;
une unité de traitement de recherche destinée
à déterminer si l’identifiant du noeud cible est
enregistrée dans un anneau réseau de tête
(R110), sur la base d’une table d’information
d’anneau ;
une unité de traitement de message destinée à
générer un second message, lorsque l’identifiant du noeud cible n’est pas enregistré dans
l’anneau réseau de tête (R110), le second message comprenant un message de défaillance de
recherche qui peut être reçu en provenance d’un
anneau réseau de tête et d’un anneau feuille en
plus de l’identifiant du noeud cible ; et
une unité de transmission destinée à transmettre le second message vers un noeud représentatif (48) d’un anneau enfant (R120) qui présente
une plage d’adresses du noeud cible parmi des
anneaux enfants (R120, R130, R140, R150).
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7.
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32

Appareil destiné à rechercher une adresse flottante
de protocole Internet (IP) selon la revendication 6
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neau réseau, en utilisant un message d’accueil.

agissant en tant que noeud intérieur, l’appareil comprenant en outre :
une unité de réception destinée à recevoir un
premier message, le premier message comprenant un identifiant (ID) d’un noeud cible (63) ;
une unité de traitement de recherche destinée
à déterminer si l’identifiant du noeud cible se
situe dans une plage d’adresses d’un anneau
réseau auquel appartient un noeud intérieur, à
déterminer, sur la base d’une table d’information
d’anneau, si l’identifiant du noeud cible (63) est
enregistré dans l’anneau réseau (R110) lorsque
l’identifiant du noeud cible se situe dans la plage
d’adresses de l’anneau réseau, à transférer le
premier message vers un noeud représentatif
(120) de l’anneau réseau lorsque l’identifiant du
noeud cible n’est pas enregistré dans l’anneau
réseau, et à déterminer, à l’aide du noeud représentatif (120), si un anneau enfant qui présente une plage d’adresses qui comprend
l’identifiant du noeud cible, existe parmi les anneaux enfants (R120, R130, R140, R150) ;
une unité de traitement de message destinée à
générer un second message, lorsque l’anneau
enfant qui présente la plage d’adresses qui comprend l’identifiant du noeud cible existe, le second message comprenant un message de défaillance de recherche qui peut être reçu en provenance d’un anneau réseau de tête et d’un anneau feuille en plus de l’identifiant du noeud cible (63) ; et
une unité de transmission destinée à transmettre le second message vers un noeud représentatif d’un anneau parent, et vers un noeud représentatif de l’anneau enfant qui présente la
plage d’adresses.
8.

Système de réseau destiné à rechercher une adresse flottante de protocole Internet (IP), le système de
réseau comprenant des appareils selon les revendications 6 et 7, dans lequel :
un noeud représentatif est configuré de façon à
exécuter une signalisation avec un noeud représentatif (120) d’un anneau parent, ou avec un
noeud représentatif (48) d’un anneau enfant, de
façon à rechercher une adresse flottante IP ; et
un noeud intérieur est configuré de façon à demander au noeud représentatif de rechercher
une adresse flottante IP d’un noeud prédéterminé, quand une recherche d’adresse flottante IP
du noeud prédéterminé est requise.

9.

Système de réseau selon la revendication 8, dans
lequel le noeud représentatif et le noeud intérieur
sont configurés de façon à surveiller de manière périodique l’état de chaque noeud compris dans un an-
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10. Système de réseau selon la revendication 8, dans
lequel le noeud représentatif est configuré de façon
à rechercher une adresse flottante IP d’un noeud
cible (63) en utilisant une plage d’adresses d’un anneau réseau.
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